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Some Some facts aboutfacts about the �the �MythosMythos� project� project

PartnershipPartnership
FundingFunding
� 400.000

(CNIT budget)

Funding Funding bodybody

Project Project durationduration

July 2000 � Dec. 2002

Project Objective: distance learning for theater actors
chorus singers, orchestra professors and conductors
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Goals Goals of the projectof the project

�� Distance learning Distance learning & remote & remote teachingteaching

�� Live and Live and recorded individual lecturesrecorded individual lectures

�� Live and Live and recorded recorded orchestra orchestra lectureslectures

�� Web Web based based trainingtraining

availableavailable::

�� In the In the primary primary project project nodes with QoSnodes with QoS ((thanks tothanks to

CNIT networkCNIT network))

�� Through theThrough the Internet Internet as as a best a best effort fruitioneffort fruition ((from from 

any any Internet Internet hosthost))
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�� layer 2 transparencylayer 2 transparency
�� ATM and Frame Relay linksATM and Frame Relay links
�� multicast and IPv6 supportmulticast and IPv6 support
�� CISCO routers in each nodeCISCO routers in each node
�� Autonomous system since Autonomous system since 
May 2001May 2001

�� Tree topologyTree topology
�� NapNaples is primary les is primary star centerstar center
�� Parma Parma is is a a secondary secondary star star 
centercenter

Long Long distance carriers distance carriers 
involvedinvolved::
�� TelecomTelecom ItaliaItalia
�� AlbacomAlbacom

Subnetwork Subnetwork of of 
CNIT networkCNIT network

MythosMythos
networknetwork
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The The Mythos Mythos 
network and network and 

the Internet (1)the Internet (1)
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The The MythosMythos
network and network and 

the Internetthe Internet ((22))
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Videoconferencing Videoconferencing on on an an IP networkIP network

The The delay problem for delay problem for music music signalssignals

The The delay delay in a in a videoconferencing videoconferencing system system is is due due to two effectsto two effects::

1.1. Signal progation delay from source to destination Signal progation delay from source to destination ((cannot be eliminatedcannot be eliminated))

2.2. Coding delay Coding delay of the video of the video signalsignal ((still dominant but still dominant but can can be reducedbe reduced))

Tedious phenomena due to delayTedious phenomena due to delay::
1.1. AbsoluteAbsolute delay that causesdelay that causes asynchronicityasynchronicity between time of the actual event and between time of the actual event and 

projection of the event on the remote screenprojection of the event on the remote screen

2.2. Small delay variations (�jitter�) cause sudden acceleration and Small delay variations (�jitter�) cause sudden acceleration and deceleration of the deceleration of the 

video motionvideo motion

SINFORM SINFORM BOLOGNABOLOGNA

G. VERDIG. VERDI THEATER THEATER 

IN IN BUSSETOBUSSETO

NETWORK
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Delay Delay in live in live videoconferencingvideoconferencing

Teacher Teacher and remoteand remote studentstudent

NETWORK

SINFORM  SINFORM  BOLOGNABOLOGNA

G.G. VERDIVERDI
THEATERTHEATER

BUSSETOBUSSETO
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SINFORM  SINFORM  BOLOGNABOLOGNA

G.G. VERDIVERDI
THEATERTHEATER

BUSSETOBUSSETO
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SINFORM  SINFORM  BOLOGNABOLOGNA

G.G. VERDIVERDI
THEATERTHEATER

BUSSETOBUSSETO

33

�� Absolute delay between Absolute delay between live scene and live scene and projected projected remote sceneremote scene

NETWORK

NETWORK
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Live Live lecture lecture broadcastingbroadcasting

FACE TO FACE FACE TO FACE LIVE LECTURELIVE LECTURE BROADCASTED TO A REMOTE AUDIENCEBROADCASTED TO A REMOTE AUDIENCE

SINFORM  SINFORM  BOLOGNABOLOGNA

G.G. VERDIVERDI
THEATERTHEATER

BUSSETOBUSSETO

SINFORM SINFORM BOLOGNABOLOGNA

G.G. VERDIVERDI
THEATERTHEATER

BUSSETOBUSSETO

�� Education service similar to Education service similar to a a plainplain TV programTV program

�� Added value with respect to Added value with respect to a a plain broadcast plain broadcast TV TV serviceservice: : possibility possibility of interaction of interaction from from the audience sidethe audience side

�� The The delay problem is not significantdelay problem is not significant:: thethe logicallogical interaction interaction is bidirectional but is bidirectional but oneone--way alternateway alternate

NETWORK

NETWORK
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Live Live lecture to lecture to a remote classa remote class

FACE TO FACEFACE TO FACE LIVE LECTURE WITH STUDENT(S) AND TEACHER REMOTE ONE ONOTHER LIVE LECTURE WITH STUDENT(S) AND TEACHER REMOTE ONE ONOTHER 

SINFORM  SINFORM  BOLOGNABOLOGNA

TEATRO TEATRO G.G.
VERDIVERDI DI DI 

BUSSETOBUSSETO

SINFORM SINFORM BOLOGNABOLOGNA

TEATRO TEATRO G.G.
VERDIVERDI DI DI 

BUSSETOBUSSETO

�� InteractiveInteractive individual lecture individual lecture or teleor tele--direction of a remote orchestra or direction of a remote orchestra or choruschorus

�� There is absolute synchronicityThere is absolute synchronicity of of screen screen video and live performance video and live performance only only on the on the opposite opposite side side with with 

respect to respect to the conductor.the conductor.

�� The return The return signalsignal towards towards the directorthe director is is more or more or less asyncronousless asyncronous depending depending on the on the rythmrythm

NETWORK

NETWORK
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TeleTele--direction direction sessionsession

ProjectedProjected fullfull--screenscreen
ThumbnailsThumbnails
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Technical issuesTechnical issues

�� Delay does not appear to beDelay does not appear to be aa primary problemprimary problem

�� NetworkNetwork links speedlinks speed cancan be increased frombe increased from 2/12/1 MbMb/s/s

toto 2/22/2 MbMb/s, CBR /s, CBR instead instead of VBR?of VBR?

�� Towards Mythos Towards Mythos II ?II ?

�� It will involve other italian regions It will involve other italian regions and and agreements agreements 

among themamong them

�� We have to spend We have to spend more time more time to to educate orchestra educate orchestra 

conductors to conductors to the the use use of live of live videoconferencevideoconference


